Abstract -In this study we present a new tabu search algorithm for the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) that utilizes an embedded neighborhood construction called an ejection chain.
Introduction
The quadratic assignment problem (QAP) is a classical combinatorial optimization problem that has garnered much attention due to both its large number of applications and its solution complexity. Originally used to model a location problem in the 1950's, the QAP is computationally very difficult to solve which makes it an ideal candidate for testing new algorithmic approaches. While facility location problems remain the most popular application area for the quadratic assignment problem, many other applications for this problem exist including scheduling problems, statistical data analysis, information retrieval, as well as problems in transportation. The attractiveness of the QAP is also due to the fact that many other combinatorial optimization problems can be formulated as a QAP, including the traveling salesman problem, the maximum clique problem and the graph partitioning problem. (See Cela (1998) for a survey of both classical and practical applications.)
In the context of facility location problems, the QAP can be stated as follows. Let is an associated matrix of flows to be transmitted (or shipped) between pairs of facilities ,
The objective is to find a minimum cost assignment of facilities to locations considering both the flow of materials between facilities and the distance between locations.
In mathematical terms, each assignment can be defined as a permutation π of the underlying index set = … {1, , }, N n i.e. π The objective of the QAP is to find a permutation vector π ∈ Π n that minimizes the total assignment cost, where Π n is the set of all possible permutations of N. Such a formulation can be generically described as 
Minimize a b
Heuristic approaches for the QAP abound in the literature wherein local search is commonly used as a basic component to explore the solution space. Among these heuristics are tabu search (Taillard, 1991; Misevicius, 2005; James, Rego and Glover, 2009) , scatter search (Cung et al., 1996) , genetic algorithms (Fleurent and Ferland, 1994; Ahuja, Orlin and Tiwari, 2000; Misevicius, 2003 Misevicius, , 2004 Drezner, 2003 Drezner, , 2005 , ant colony optimization (Stutzle and Dorigo, 1999) , GRASP (Li, Pardalos and Resende, 1994) , GRASP with path relinking (Oliveira, Pardalos and Resende, 2004) , and path relinking (James, Rego and Glover, 2005) .
Local search methods rely on the exploration of a defined neighborhood to generate moves in the solution space of the problem under consideration. In the case of the QAP, this neighborhood is typically a 2-exchange neighborhood that swaps the location of two facilities at each step of the local search process. The exploration of larger neighborhoods where the simultaneous movement of k nodes of the permutation can be examined is attractive though computationally very demanding. Ahuja et al. (2007) introduce a very large scale neighborhood search (VLSN) method for the QAP, which constitutes an important advance in the creation of more complex neighborhoods for the problem. This algorithm iteratively examines all paths (or exchanges of nodes) of increasing depth, where the maximum depth is a specified parameter. The VLSN algorithm considers all moves (or a defined subset of moves) of a given depth before proceeding to the next depth. Due to the computational complexity of the full path enumeration scheme presented, a maximum path length of k=4 was settled upon in their study.
Ejection chain methods constitute a special class of very large neighborhoods that have proved highly promising in the solution of difficult and large scale combinatorial optimization problems. In general, ejection chains provide the ability to strategically extend simpler neighborhoods, such as those consisting of exchange (swap) moves or insert (shift) moves, to create more complex neighborhoods that can be generated with an efficient investment of effort (Glover, 1991) . Some forms of ejection chain methods make use of a reference structure as a framework for generating moves at each level of the ejection chain construction (Glover, 1992 (Glover, , 1996 .
Examples of successful applications of various types of ejection chains include: the multi-node insertion and exchange ejection chain method for the classical vehicle routing problem (Rego 2001) , the long-chain shift neighborhood for the generalized assignment problem (Yagiura, Ibaraki and Glover, 2004) , the stem-and-cycle (S&C) and the doubly-rooted S&C reference structures for the traveling salesman problem (Rego, 1998a , Rego et al. 2006 , the flower reference structure for the vehicle routing problem (Rego, 1998b) , and the subgraph ejection chain method for the crew scheduling problem (Cavique, Rego and Themido, 1999) .
The key contribution of this paper is the development of a specialized ejection chain algorithm for the QAP, drawing on a proposal sketched in Glover (1991) , which has useful features in the QAP setting. The approach utilizes the ejection chain structure to build successively larger exchanges based upon the elements chosen in the proceeding chain. In this manner, only a selected subset of all possible chains at each depth is considered for a given permutation. This process allows the method to quickly probe larger neighborhoods, with no constraints on the depths examined, by constructing these chains of moves based upon previously promising structures. More importantly, these ejection chain neighborhoods exhibit a special property called combinatorial leverage, where a level k neighborhood contains ( ) k n O elements, but a potentially best member for a k-neighborhood > ( 2) k is determined with k examinations of O( ) n "component" elements.
We embed our ejection chain method within a tabu search (TS) framework to provide strategic control over the formation of the chains. The first version of our TS method is extremely simple, using memory only in the role of "bookkeeping" operations instead of in the role of performing advanced guidance. Our chief purpose in examining this simple structure is to show that the ejection chain neighborhood obtains better solutions than an exchange neighborhood in the same framework. We then extend this basic framework to present two multi-start tabu search variants that yield solutions of higher quality and demonstrate the advantages of embedding ejection chains within a more sophisticated metaheuristic. We also provide computational comparisons to previous large neighborhood approaches.
The Ejection Chain Method
Our ejection chain method extends the classical 2-exchange (or swap) neighborhood for the QAP to effectively create more general k-exchange neighborhoods where k can take any integer value between 2 and n. The method may be conceived as providing a variable depth neighborhood that determines the value of k dynamically according to the current state of the search.
Underlying a general ejection chain design, exchange moves are successively embedded in the ejection chain construction, level by level, and are driven by the evaluation of two types of interrelated moves: (1) an ejection move, which extends the depth of the neighborhood by generating an intermediate (reference) structure; and (2) a trial move, which creates a feasible solution from the intermediate structure provided by the ejection move. The structure obtained with the application of the trial move is called a trial solution.
Our QAP ejection chain method constitutes a node-based ejection chain model where facilities are associated with nodes in a graph which are to be assigned to locations. In this context the method implements a type of multi-node exchange move, which can be seen as a series of swap moves for the QAP.
The Ejection Chain Neighborhood
We represent a QAP solution as a perfect matching in a bipartite graph. Let 
E if and only if facility i f is assigned to location j l and no two arcs are incident to the same node.
An ejection chain neighborhood can be defined on a subgraph
is a set of arcs representing + 1 l levels of an ejection chain, which we denote by 
is not assigned to any location, this transformation does not represent a complete transition from the current solution S to a new feasible solution '. S However, the complete transition can be obtained by a trial move that connects the graph by simply inserting the arc 0 ( , ).
l f l
Let '' T be the set defined by the arc added by the trial move, the new neighboring solution is obtained as
S S T T T
The general model is illustrated in Figure 1 for three levels (0, 1, and 2) of an ejection chain. Diagram A depicts the ejection moves performed throughout the ejection chain, and diagrams B and C illustrate the connected graphs obtained by the trial moves at levels 1 and 2, respectively. Dotted lines represent the set T associated with original assignments in the solution S that were affected by the ejection chain process. Likewise, solid lines denote the sets '
T and '' T representing the new assignments made by the ejection moves and the associated trial moves. Specifically, for level 1, we have = {( , ),( , )}, The process continues through additional nodes of G until a suitable termination criterion is met. The adaptation of the ejection chain idea to this setting may be viewed as a generalization of a weighted alternating path approach, as applied in the solution of matching problems.
The Ejection Chain Construction
The evaluation of moves is a critical factor in building an ejection chain. Handled appropriately, the evaluation of ejection and trial moves yields an important form of combinatorial leverage in the creation of k-exchange neighborhoods of the type exploited in this study. In our construction, the number of moves represented by a level k neighborhood is multiplicatively greater than the number of moves in a level k-1 neighborhood, but the best move from the neighborhoods at each individual level > ( 1) k can be determined by adding only the effort required to examine the neighborhood of a single node. In particular, the number of moves composing the first, second, and third levels are
( ) n , but the best member of level two and three neighborhoods can be found by adding only O( ) n effort to the work expended to determine the best first level move. The method is based on the principle of capturing relevant component moves in successive neighborhoods as a way to generate good compound moves-potentially the best in the associated k-level neighborhood.
To understand the operation of these moves, consider starting with a simple 2-exchange neighborhood. If the best 2-exchange is not improving, there may be a sequence of moves going beyond 2-exchanges that can do better. For instance, the compound move exemplified in the diagram C of Figure 1 ( ) n neighborhood we treat is actually less encompassing than the one indicated, as a result of a construction that avoids duplications among certain nodes at different levels to insure the legitimacy of the compound moves ultimately produced. As long as the number of levels is small relative to n, the combinatorial leverage is not significantly affected by this legitimacy-preserving construction. On the other hand, there can be advantages to extending the number of levels for the purpose of inducing a diversification effect to overcome local optimality.
To evaluate the change in solution cost created by a compound move at a given level k of an ejection chain, it is convenient to subdivide these changes into two fundamental component operations: disconnecting the facility currently assigned to location , j and relocating facility i to location . j Denote the first ejected node (which initiates the chain) by the top node t, and the current ejected node by the bottom node b. We let π ( ) i represent the facility at location i in a solution corresponding to a trial ejection chain under consideration, and π '( ) i represent the facility at location i in a current solution.
Because the selection of the initial top and bottom nodes requires the evaluation of the trial move that is made after ejecting the potential bottom node, the relocation of the bottom node into the position vacated by the top node must be evaluated before relocating the top node. This particularity makes the relocation operation at the first level of the ejection chain different from the relocations used in the ejection and trial moves performed at higher levels of the chain (where the relocation of the current bottom node is evaluated after the bottom node at the previous level already occupies its new position).
For this reason, it is convenient to define a special relocation operation aimed at circularizing the ejection move at the first level of the ejection chain. The cost changes associated with these operations may be expressed as follows:
Disconnection value:
,
Hence, for the symmetric QAP, the actual solution cost change associated with these operations is twice the value obtained by the corresponding operation. The generalization of these operations to the asymmetric variant of the problem can be obtained by simply creating additional product terms that switch the indexes of the product terms above and adding these new terms to the preceding expressions.
Let ejection value denote the solution cost change associated with the ejection moves, and let trial value denote the solution cost change associated with a trial move. Then, an ejection chain of l levels satisfying the requirements of legitimacy may be recursively evaluated as follows:
Ejection value:
Trial value:
Letting ( ) Z S be the cost of the current QAP solution S, the value of a trial solution k S obtained at a level k of the ejection chain is given by
k for the symmetric case. As previously mentioned, for the asymmetric case, the last term would include the reverse products in D, R, and C rather than being doubled. The method keeps track of the level * k where the best trial solution has been found, which corresponds to the depth of the compound move applied to the current solution S so as to obtain the new neighboring solution '. S Figure 2 gives an example of these calculations for the evaluation of two levels of an ejection chain. To simplify the illustration and keep the equations short, the example considers the symmetric QAP and assumes that the transition to a new neighboring solution is performed at level two. ( as the initial top and bottom nodes, respectively. The first operations consist of disconnecting these two nodes from the graph and relocating (facility) node 2 in the location previously occupied by node 3, keeping node 2 disconnected. The algebraic sum of these three operations gives the value of the ejection move (1) E for the first level of the chain. The value of the trial move ∆(1) associated with the current ejection is obtained by circularizing the chain, relocating the current ejected node 3 to occupy the location vacated by the top node 2. At this point, the value of the corresponding trial solution 1 ( ) Z S can be calculated by adding the circularization value to the value of the starting solution. The second level is created by choosing facility 1 at location 4 to be ejected by the currently disconnected (bottom) node The new ejection value is then computed by adding the disconnection and relocation values (4) D and (3, 4) R of the current ejection to the previously obtained ejection value (1). E Finally, the new trial value ∆(2) is obtained by adding the relocation value of facility 1 into the original position of the top node to the current ejection value.
The Ejection Chain Procedure
The ejection chain method begins by identifying the best local move for each facility j, which constitutes removing j from its current location and relocating it in the position occupied by a facility l, which is thereby ejected. (The method can also start by looking at each l and finding the best j to replace it.) The first level of the ejection chain consists of selecting initial chains based on performing a series of best 2-exchange moves. Notably, such a move corresponds to simultaneously determining the best initial node to be ejected and the best node to occupy the location of the ejected node. The chain grows by selecting a new node to be ejected by the previously ejected node. Under the natural restriction that prevents an element from being moved twice, the chain can continue to grow until all n nodes have been ejected. The pseudocode for the ejection chain procedure is sketched in Figure 3 . 
Tabu Search Algorithms
Rudimentary tabu search (TS) approaches of the type considered here employ short term memory structures to forbid moves that lead to solutions recently visited (rendering these moves tabu). One or more aspiration criteria are typically employed that allows the tabu status of a move to be overridden when the move exhibits desirable characteristics. More advanced TS implementations include the use of long term memory to restrict or encourage moves based on frequency and logical analysis, and incorporate intensification and diversification strategies to encourage the search towards promising and unexplored regions of the search space, respectively. For a comprehensive treatment of TS, see Glover and Laguna (1997) .
The first TS approach we consider, denoted EC1, is used only to provide a comparison between different neighborhoods, and minimizes the TS mechanisms employed. EC1 uses a tabu restriction that renders moves tabu for only a short period and is used to compare the classical swap neighborhood to the ejection chain neighborhood. We then develop two additional tabu search algorithms denoted EC2 and EC3, using a multistart design to provide a basic form of diversification. While still utilizing only simple TS strategies, these algorithms illustrate the potential of the ejection chain approach when embedded within a slightly more advanced framework.
Step 0. Initialization (a) Let π be the permutation associated with a starting solution S.
Step 1. Create the first level of the ejection chain (a) Determine elements t and k b that produce the lowest trial value ∆( ) k over all elements ∈ , ;
be the corresponding ejection value.
(c) Update current trial solution by setting π π
Step 3. Otherwise go to Step 2.
Step 2. Grow the chain to further levels (a) Set k=k+1.
. Step 3 
The basic ejection chain algorithm: EC1
Starting from a randomly generated initial permutation, the EC1 tabu search algorithm utilizes a tabu list to restrict only the choice of the initial top and bottom nodes of the ejection chain construction. Once the initial nodes of a chain are selected, a tabu tenure is chosen for each of the two nodes that determines the number of subsequent iterations in which these nodes are tabu, meaning in this case that they are prevented from starting another chain. Since these tabu restrictions only apply to the two initial nodes, associated checking and updating of the tabu list are implemented in Step 1(a) of the ejection chain procedure of Figure 3 . An aspiration criterion is not used in EC1 to override the tabu restrictions, since we give them a very small tenure. To obtain a direct comparison of the neighborhoods, a 2-exchange (or swap) neighborhood version of EC1 was also implemented by restricting the chain length to two nodes, i.e. = 1. L The EC1 algorithm imposes a minimum amount of heuristic guidance on the search and illuminates the impact of the neighborhood definition utilized. As a basis for this we keep track of the number of consecutive iterations with no improvement of the global best solution ( NF ) and stop the algorithm when this counter reaches a predefined maximum number of failures ( ). MF The basic algorithm is shown in Figure 4 .
Multi-start ejection chain algorithms: EC2 and EC3
Multi-start algorithms seek to perturb the standard search path by periodically relaunching the search from a new initial configuration. A multi-start tabu search for the QAP is given by Fleurent & Glover (1999) where a local search is iteratively applied to solutions built by a constructive method tailored to provide high quality starting solutions. Another approach for diversifying the solutions generated is to make parameter adjustments to influence the trajectory of the search. While such an approach is not a multi-start approach in the classical sense, it likewise leads to a new solution that may be interpreted as a new starting point for the search, and hence for convenience we will refer to it as a multi-start procedure in the discussions of this paper. The multi-start procedures introduced in the current study are of both types.
EC2 and EC3 differ in the solution that ultimately replaces the current working permutation when the algorithm is restarted. Both algorithms impose a simple tabu restriction on the initial nodes chosen as considered in EC1. However, for these multistart variants the tabu tenure is increased and an aspiration criterion is applied that allows a tabu move to be made under certain conditions, as follows. First, we apply the aspiration criterion only if the previous iteration of the local search did not produce a globally improving solution. Next, the move must meet two conditions: (1) the cost of the move must be less than that of the best move found so far during the current iteration; (2) a move meeting the first condition is permissible if the tabu tenure of the elements of the restricted move fall below a predefined aspiration threshold. Since these conditions restrict the choices of the two initial nodes used to start the chain, they are tested in
Step 1(a) of the ejection chain procedure in Figure 3 .
The number of non-improving iterations (or failures) since the last perturbation is kept by the NRF counter. Both variants are restarted when an improving solution is not found within a predetermined number of iterations since the last perturbation was applied. The maximum restart failures threshold value MRF is drawn from a range determined by the stopping criterion parameter. At each restart, this value is redrawn to allow the search stagnation threshold to vary within a controlled range throughout the run of the algorithm. For both EC2 and EC3, when the maximum restart failures threshold is reached (NRF = MRF), the tabu parameters are reset to change the trajectory of the search.
In EC2 the current working solution is replaced by the global best solution from the previous iterations of the search. EC3 restarts from a diversified version of the best solution. In this variant, a diversification method is applied to a copy of the best permutation and the current working solution is replaced with this diversified permutation. Figure 5 provides the pseudocode for the general multi-start algorithm. 
Step 1(a). Otherwise stop.
Step 0. The diversification procedure used in EC3 was suggested by Glover (1998) and its pseudocode is given in Figure 6 . This method creates a new solution from a seed solution (in this case the current global best permutation) by defining a step size and then reordering the permutation based upon this step size. Starting from a step size of 2, the step size is increased each time the algorithm is restarted, cycling back to the original step size if necessary.
Figure 6-Diversification procedure
To illustrate the method given in Figure 6 , consider the following example permutation:
Choosing a step size of 2, the first iteration of the algorithm initializes the start variable to 2, which causes j to range from 2 to the number of elements in the permutation, in this example n = 8. After the first iteration of the outer loop, the following partial permutation is obtained:
The next pass through the outer loop then sets = 1 start and the following complete permutation is obtained: 1, 6, 7, 3, 8, 4, 2 . In this manner, for each step size a different permutation is obtained.
Computational Results
All algorithms were tested on a standard set of QAP benchmark instances obtained from QAPLIB (Burkard et al., 1997) . All algorithms were written in the C programming language and run on a single Intel Itanium processor (1.3 GHz) on a SGI Altix running the Linux operating system. The parameters for each algorithm variant (EC1, EC2, and EC3) developed in this study are summarized in Table 1 .
Step 0. Initialization (a) Consider π be a permutation associated with an input solution S (b) Consider a seed permutation ϕ and set ϕ π = .
( n/a n/a n/10 n n/10 n Restart Solution n/a global best diversified global best Table 1 
-TS Variant Parameter Settings
We consider runs under two stopping conditions, denoted by SC1 and SC2. SC1 caused the algorithms to cease execution of the search after no improvement is found in 5000n iterations (MF), where n is the number of facilities/locations, or the problem size. SC2 stipulates a time limit of 1 hour for instances of size n ≤ 40, and 2 hours for larger instances, after which the algorithm terminates execution. SC2 is the same stopping condition applied in Ahuja et al. (2007) and is used to allow for a direct comparison with the associated VLSN algorithms. Tables 2 and 3 present computational results for all variants of the algorithms under SC1 and SC2 stopping conditions, respectively. The parameters used in all algorithms for both Tables 2 and 3 are the same with the exception of the stopping condition. All algorithms ran 10 times on each problem instance, each time starting from a randomly generated seed solution. The tabu tenure for EC1 was set to be an integer value randomly drawn from the range 3 to 10. The tabu tenure for EC2 and EC3 is initialized with a value chosen from the range n/10 and 3n/10. At each restart for EC2 and EC3, the tabu search parameters are adjusted. The upper and lower limits, that are used to determine the tabu tenure for an element are redrawn and allowed to vary in the range n/10 to n. Similarly, the maximum restart failures (MRF) parameter is reset every time a restart occurs for both the EC2 and EC3 variants. At each restart MRF is chosen from the range 5n to 500n. As previously mentioned no aspiration criterion is used in EC1, while for EC2 and EC3 tabu active moves are subjected to two aspiration conditions. In our implementation, the required aspiration threshold is defined to be the average of the lower and upper limits of the current tabu tenure range. Also, as remarked EC2 and EC3 algorithms differ in the mechanism used to restart the search: EC2 restarting from the current global best solution, and EC3 restarting from a diversified version of the global best solution. Table 2 and Table 3 follow the same format. The first two columns provide the name of the test instance and the corresponding best known solution (BKS). The next columns are organized in four groups associated with each variant of our ejection chain algorithm. The first two groups represent the simple tabu search algorithm restricted to first-level ejection chains to implement a 2-exchange neighborhood (2-exchange EC1), and its extension to n-level ejection chains implementing a variable depth k-exchange neighborhood (EC1). The next two groups correspond to the two multi-start tabu search variants using either the current global best solution (EC2) or a diversified version of it (EC3) as a perturbation scheme to restart the search. For each algorithm we provide the average percent deviation (APD) to the BKS, the best percent deviation (BPD) for only the best solution obtained from the 10 runs, the average iteration the best solution was found (ABI), and either the average running time to completion (ATTC) in minutes using stopping criterion SC1 (Table 2) or the average running time to solution (ATTS) using stopping criterion SC2 (Table 3 ).
Figure 7 graphically depicts the average solution quality of the three EC variants and the 2-exchange neighborhood from Table 2 . Figure 8 shows a comparison of the average times to completion for all algorithms in Table 2 on each problem instance. Table 3 -Computational results for Skorin-Kapov problems and symmetric Taillard problems using Stopping Criterion 2 Table 2 shows that the ejection chain neighborhood improved the average solution quality of all but 4 problems over the 2-exchange neighborhood embedded in the same heuristic. The impact of the ejection chain neighborhood can be easily observed as EC1 obtained better average results than the 2-exchange EC1 algorithm on 19 of the 22 test problems and tied on 1. The 2-exchange EC1 and EC1 are identical algorithms except for the neighborhood utilized. In the 2-exchange EC1 algorithm, the maximum length of the chain was limited to 2 nodes, which simulates a 2-exchange neighborhood. The best overall solution was found by EC1 for 12 out of the 22 problems, with the 2-exchange version obtaining the best overall solution for 9 out of 22, with a tie for one problem where both variants found the BKS.
In Table 3 the results were similar. EC1 using the ejection chain neighborhood obtained better average results on 13 of the 22 problem instances and tied on 1. The performance was degraded a small amount due to the time limit imposed. It should be noted that the 2-exchange neighborhood algorithm is able to perform around twice as many iterations in the same amount of time as the ejection chain neighborhood. While the ejection chain neighborhood is quick compared to a full k-opt exploration, it is still slower than a swap neighborhood. This leads to an interesting observation. In Table 3 , where the runtime of the algorithm was restricted, the ejection chain neighborhood still outperformed the 2-exchange neighborhood in terms of solution quality. On 8 of the 14 test instances where the ejection chain neighborhood tied or bested the 2-exchange neighborhood in Table 3 , the average time to the best solution (ATTS) for EC1 was actually less than the 2-exchange neighborhood EC1. This indicates that the ejection chain neighborhood is able to quickly find high quality solutions. This is reinforced by the results in Table 2 , which shows that allowed to iterate with stagnation as the stopping condition, EC1 using the ejection chain neighborhood performs even better against the 2-exchange neighborhood EC1. These results are obtained in most cases without doubling the computational time of the 2-exchange neighborhood EC1.
In Table 2 , as well as in Table 3 , the EC3 multi-start variant produced the best overall results of all approaches, obtaining the best average solution quality for 16 out of 22 problems in Table 2 . In Table 3 , EC3 obtained the best average solution quality for 14 out of 22 problems. However, EC2 and EC3 tied on 4 of the 22 problems, so the results indicate that EC3 does as well as or better than all other variants under SC2 on 18 of the 22 problems. EC2 had 4 of the best average percent deviations in Table 2 (3 out of 22 in Table 3 ). EC1 and the 2-exchange EC1 provided one best average percent deviation each in Table 2 . In Table 3 , the 2-exchange EC1 obtained the best average percent deviation to one problem. The EC2 variant, which replaced the current working solution with the global best solution rather than a diversified solution, was clearly outperformed by the EC3 variant. This suggests that the use of strategic diversification is highly beneficial and agrees with previous findings where metaheuristics applied to the QAP that employ some type of diversity have provided good results (Misevicius 2003 (Misevicius , 2005 Drezner, 2003) .
EC2 shows a slight edge over EC3 in obtaining the best overall solution. EC2 produced the best overall solutions (BPD) for 8 of 22 problems in Table 2 (7 out of 22 in Table 3 ) while EC3 produced 5 of the best overall solutions in Table 2 (3 out of 22 in Table 3 ). EC1 produced 1 best overall solution in both Tables.  In Table 3 , 2-exchange neighborhood EC1 produced 1 best overall solution. On the other 8 instances in Table  2 (10 in Table 3 ) at least 2 of the variants tied.
Comparisons with very-large scale neighborhood algorithms
The VLSN algorithms introduced by Ahuja et al. (2007) employ a type of variable depth k-opt neighborhood and are therefore appropriate for comparison with our EC algorithms. The purpose of this comparison is to investigate the relative performance of the ejection chain algorithms in the current study and other large neighborhood algorithms. In order to clarify the analysis, it is convenient to discuss the fundamentals of VLSN algorithms and contrast them to the EC algorithms.
A full path enumeration search requires that every k-exchange be explored and can be prohibitively expensive even for relatively small values of k. This expense has severely limited attempts to use neighborhoods for the QAP more complex than the swap neighborhood (which results in k = 2). The VLSN algorithms and the ejection chain algorithms contribute alternative approaches for exploring larger neighborhoods. The VLSN algorithms of Ahuja et al. (2007) introduce an improvement graph for the QAP together with several variants of a search algorithm utilizing a large neighborhood. The concept of an improvement graph was first introduced by Thompson and Orlin (1989) for partitioning problems. For the QAP, it is used to store partial costs for kexchanges on a permutation. The initial cost of constructing the improvement graph is 3 ( ) n O ; however, once created for a permutation it can be updated in
time. The improvement graph does not contain the full cost of the k-exchange, rather a good approximation. It is especially useful in a path enumeration scheme as it allows for relatively quick evaluation of a large number of neighbors on a single permutation with the construction of only one improvement graph. If a new permutation is introduced, the improvement graph must be reconstructed.
The ejection chain method, in contrast, exploits a selective subset of neighbors, which provides a quick investigation of a promising extended neighborhood rather than examining all exchanges at a given depth. This reduces the number of calculations necessary, thus speeding the neighborhood search process without the necessity of maintaining a cost matrix. As in the VLSN method a k-level ejection chain does not necessarily produce the overall best k-exchange move, rather a potentially good move. Ejection chain strategies are particularly amenable to being exploited within an adaptive memory TS framework, where other operators may also be applied to the permutation.
The VLSN search algorithms in Ahuja et al. (2007) explore iteratively larger neighborhoods up to a defined k beginning from a randomly drawn permutation. Specifically, the VLSN algorithms explore all exchanges at depth 2, then all (or a pruned subset) exchanges at depth 3, followed lastly by the 4-exchanges (in implementation, the algorithms are limited to a depth of 4). In contrast, the ejection chain method discovers the best exchange at depth 2, and then iteratively extends that 2-exchange up to a depth of n. The method keeps track of the level k* of the chain where the best trial solution was found and then applies the associated k-exchange move to the permutation and the process is repeated. An iteration of the VLSN algorithms ends when the search on the current permutation is exhausted (a new best solution is found or no better solution is found after exploring all allowed k-exchanges). Then a new random permutation is drawn, a new improvement graph is constructed and the process is repeated. When comparing the two methods, the VLSN algorithms more nearly resemble a breadth-first search and the EC algorithms more nearly resemble a depth-first search, though each affords the strategic benefit of avoiding the complexity of such classical searches while nevertheless uncovering high quality solutions. Future research that combines the two approaches would be of interest.
The difference between the VLSN algorithms concerns how many k-exchanges are examined at a given depth. The authors propose four VLSN variants. The first is a full path enumeration where all paths of a given depth are examined. As previously mentioned this process is very costly and was ruled out by the authors as a viable algorithm. The other three variants employed "path pruning" techniques to reduce the number of paths examined at each depth. The second proposed variant, keeps only paths with a negative cost at each depth. The authors state that this variant was outperformed in testing by the other variants, so computational results for this variant were not provided. In both VLSN variants, for which results are presented, a different path pruning technique is employed to reduce the number of paths examined at each depth. We will refer to these two variants as VLSN1 and VLSN2. In VLSN1, the best α 2 n paths with the lowest cost at one level are carried forward to the next level to build larger exchanges. In implementation, α is set to 1 and the maximum path length is set to 4. By contrast, VLSN2 excludes all paths except for the best path for each node. In other words, only the initial path from each node that has the lowest cost is allowed to proceed to the next depth. VLSN2 also first performed a descent to a local optimum at depth 2 before beginning path enumeration. Table 4 provides comparisons between the two VLSN algorithms (VLSN1 and VLSN2) and the EC algorithms (EC1, EC2, and EC3) developed for this study using the same stopping criterion (SC2). The results for SC1 are also provided for some supplemental observations. In addition, we provide in Figure 9 a pairwise comparison of the algorithms in terms of the number of best solutions produced over all problems. The VLSN algorithms were run using SC2 on a Pentium IV, 2.4 GHz processor and were also written in the C programming language. SPEC (2000) shows that the processor used in the VLSN study is equivalent to (just slightly better than) the processor used in the current study (Intel Itanium, 1.3 GHz) . Therefore, the comparisons are as valid as possible without having algorithms written by the same programmer and run on the same machine. Stopping criteria 1: no improving move found in 5000*n iterations; Stopping Criterion 2: 1 hour for ≤ 40, n 2 hours for > 40 n Table 4 -EC comparisons with VLSN Figure 9 -Number of instances one algorithm is better than another (algorithm X, algorithm Y):number of ties As previously discussed, the EC1 algorithms contained very limited adaptive memory guidance in the form of a simple tabu list with small tabu tenures. A 2-exchange version of EC1 is provided to examine the impact of the ejection chain neighborhood. However, since the VLSN study also provided a 2-exchange algorithm, we can compare the impact of the minimal short-term memory guidance in the EC1 variant. Comparing the 2-exchange versions of VLSN and EC1, the VLSN algorithm performs better on the sko* instances while EC1 is better on the tai* instances. Overall, there is no significant difference in the performance of the two 2-exchange algorithms, which demonstrates that the tabu list in the EC1 version had little positive impact other than to prevent cycling.
Another interesting observation can be made examining the 2-exchange algorithms. The 2-exchange EC1 algorithm did especially poorly on the sko* instances, losing on 11 of the 13 instances. This could indicate that the restrictiveness of the tabu list was especially detrimental for this set of instances. Indeed, experimental analysis conducted during the tuning of the algorithm parameters showed better results (on average) when smaller tabu tenures are used for the sko* instances. However, those parameters were not so suitable for tai* instances and we restricted our method to use the same parameter values for all instances. In contrast, the 2-exchange VLSN revealed significant difficulty on the larger tai* instances ≥ ( 40), n exceeding the best known solutions value by more than 2%. In fact, the difference in the characteristics of the problem instances becomes especially apparent in the larger neighborhoods. This is also seen to be true when examining the difference between the variable-depth versions of VLSN and the EC algorithms.
VLSN1 performs very well on the sko* instances. It performs better than EC1 and EC2 on all but one or two instances and completely dominates VLSN2 on the sko* test set. In general the VLSN algorithms tend to perform better on the sko* instances; however even in that set both EC2 and EC3 perform better than VLSN2. Only EC3 is competitive with VLSN1, obtaining better solutions on 5 of the 13 sko* instances and tying on 1. VLSN1 obtains the best quality solutions on the biggest 7 sko* instances under SC2.
VLSN1 introduces diversity into the search by carrying forth the best 2 n paths regardless of their cost benefit. EC3 brings diversity into the search by introducing variability in tabu tenure ranges and allowing for multi-starts. This indicates that the interplay between intensification and diversification of the search may be especially important for this set of instances. On one hand, restricting the local search may prevent the methods from reaching good local optimal solutions that are relatively close in the solution space, but not necessarily within the neighborhood space of the current 2-exchange neighborhood. On the other hand, some appropriate level of diversification should be maintained in order for the method to explore other regions of the solution space.
The positive results of VLSN1 for the sko* set seem to indicate that for these instances a strategy that simultaneously explores intensification and diversification may be more appropriate than strategies that alternate between the two search strategies. This speculation is also supported by experiments on landscape analysis for the QAP under a 2-exchange neighborhood (e.g. Merz and Freisleben, 2000; Stützle, 2006) . These studies show that sko* instances have a smooth landscape with a significantly high correlation between neighboring solutions. However, local optima distributions show that good solutions are spread out across the solution space. Hence, the challenge in these instances is not so much in escaping from local optimality but rather in determining the regions where the best local optima actually exist. Since local optima in these landscapes share some degree of similarity it is unlikely that good local optima exist in the vicinity of a relatively poor local optimum. Although this may establish a sufficient condition for an algorithm to engage in a stronger diversification search, a region of high-quality solutions is not necessarily close to a best local optimum. In any case, the best local optima are likely to be encountered in regions of relatively highquality solutions, thus suggesting a somewhat extensive exploration of the search around these potentially good regions. We conjecture that the relative advantage of VLSN1 on these sko* instances stem from its breath-first type of local search strategy. In a depth-first search strategy as in our EC algorithms these issues are addressed by giving the algorithm sufficient flexibility to explore multiple search paths from local regions, thus suggesting the advisability of a small tabu tenure as considered in our EC1, perhaps just large enough to prevent cycling. In this algorithm intensification is promoted by using small tabu tenure ranges and diversification is achieved by the long search paths generated by the ejection chain neighborhood. The interplay between intensification and diversification is obtained by the variable depth moves selected by the ejection chain algorithm. Short moves keep the search in the vicinity of the current region while long moves induce the search to explore other regions. A more aggressive interaction between intensification and diversification results from coupling the inherent depth-first search of the EC neighborhood with the desirable breath-first component emphasized in VLSN. This is accomplished in EC2 and EC3 algorithms by combining larger tabu tenures with an aspiration criterion, and in addition allowing for multi-starts. On one hand, large tabu tenures implement stronger diversification. On the other hand, the aspiration prevents the algorithm from overlooking best solutions while keeping the balance between intensification and diversification.
The symmetric tai* instances appear to behave differently. Both EC2 and EC3 beat or tie both VLSN algorithms on all 9 problems. EC1 outperforms VLSN1 on 5 of the 9 instances, ties on 2, and outperforms or ties VLSN2 on all 9 instances. For this set of instances, the interplay between intensification and diversification does not prove to be as influential. This may be justified by the fact that tai* instances have a highly rugged fitness landscape structure with far more local optima than sko* instances. Although in both sko* and tai* test sets local optimal distributions show good solutions spread out all over the solution space, the (almost) nonexistent correlation between neighboring solutions in tai* instances makes them more difficult than sko* instances when local searches are limited to 2-exchange neighborhoods. Since local optima in the tai* instances are typically very deep and share no similarities, extending the depth in kexchange neighborhoods (to high values of k) may be more beneficial than limiting it (to small values of k) in order to make it possible to explore each level (k) of the neighborhood more extensively. We conjecture that this is what gives the edge to the EC algorithms over their VLSN counterpart on the tai* instances. In fact, the best overall solutions for the larger symmetric tai* instances are split between the EC algorithms. This trend was exhibited in computational tests where parameter settings or adaptive memory guidance could be modified to improve results on one test set to the detriment of the other. With the simple adaptive memory guidance employed in this study, the parameter settings used were found to provide the best compromise in solution quality between the two test sets. Future work could include using more sophisticated adaptive memory techniques to overcome this characteristic.
The results presented in Tables 2, 3 , and 4 demonstrate the impact of the ejection chain neighborhood structure. The significance of the larger embedded neighborhoods is demonstrated by the improvement of the results obtained by EC1 over the same algorithm limited to a 2-exchange neighborhood. EC1 implemented a very simple local search with short tabu tenure and no restriction on depths (levels) explored. In an overall analysis, the EC algorithms are very competitive with the VLSN algorithms. EC1 performs better than VLSN2 in terms of both solution quality and number of best solutions, but it is not as good as VLSN1. EC2 provides better average solution quality than VLSN1, though VLSN1 manages to find a greater number of best solutions. EC2 and EC1 provide better results on 6 of the 22 instances where VLSN1 provides better results on 12 of the 22 instances against EC2 and 13 of the 22 instances against EC1, tying on the others. EC3 provides better results on 10 of the 22 instances against VLSN1. EC3 and VLSN1 tie on 5 instances and VLSN1 provides better results on 7 instances. VLSN2 does not perform as well as the EC algorithms and is not competitive with VLSN1. Comparing VLSN2 to the EC algorithms, the worst EC variant (EC1) obtains better results to 10 out of 22 instances. The two algorithms tie on 3 instances and VLSN2 wins on 9. EC2 obtains better quality results than VLSN2 on 16 of the 22 instances and ties on 2. VLSN2 obtains the best result on the remaining 4 instances against EC2. EC3 wins on 18 of the 22 problem instances, they tie on 3, and VLSN2 obtains the best result on one instance. In summary, no algorithm dominates all the others on all problem instances, and EC and VLSN seem to be more effective on different test sets. However, EC3 is the overall winner in terms of average solution quality and number of best solutions. These results suggest there may be significant value in combining the EC and VLSN strategies, and that additional adaptive memory guidance can be useful for further improving the EC approaches.
The results for the EC algorithms using SC1 are also shown in Table 4 . This provides the opportunity to view the difference in solution quality between stopping conditions in the EC algorithm, disclosing that with longer runtimes significant improvement in solution quality can be obtained.
Extended computational analysis
We now extend our analysis to include comparisons with traditional Iterative Local Search (ILS) and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithms, which have some similarities to our multi-start TS algorithms. Comparisons to several of the best of the more complex metaheuristic algorithms are also given. Tables 5 and 6 provide results for the following additional algorithms from the literature:
• Robust Tabu Search -RTS (Taillard, 1991) • Three Tabu Search variants -ETS1, ETS2, and ETS3 (Misevicius, 2005) • Two Population Based ILS Algorithms -ILS5 and ILS6 (Stützle, 2006) • An Improved Population Based ILS Algorithm -I-ILS6 (Stützle, 2006) These algorithms were all run on different platforms utilizing different stopping conditions. Therefore, time comparisons cannot be provided. The best ejection chain algorithm (EC3) and the best VLSN algorithm (VLSN1) are also shown in the tables both using stopping criterion SC2 for consistency. Table 5 provides a comparison of the three EC algorithms developed for this study with the results obtained for the classical robust tabu search (RTS) algorithm (Taillard, 1991) , four variants of the iterative local search (ILS) algorithm (Stützle, 2006) , and three variants an ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm (Stützle and Dorigo, 1999) . These algorithms are most comparable to EC3 and VLSN2 in terms of structure and the heuristic guidance employed. Not all algorithms provide solutions for all test instances, so comparisons are only shown for the overlapping instances. Dash symbols indicate that results were not provided for that instance by the corresponding algorithm. The average solution quality over all the instances tested by the corresponding algorithm is provided at the bottom of each test set. Similar averages over all problems tested are provided at the bottom of the table.
Although limited to short-term memory components of tabu search and 2-exchange neighborhoods, RTS has long been one of the most successful tabu search algorithms for the QAP. Perhaps, due to its excellent tradeoff between algorithmic simplicity and solution quality, RTS is often used in a large variety of more complex algorithms such as those discussed later.
All ILS variants use 2-opt local search and perturb the solution using random pairwise exchanges. To determine a solution from which to restart the search, several options were considered. In the traditional ILS variant (ILS1), the best solution, which may or may not be the working solution obtained by the current run of the local search, is perturbed and then a local search is applied. In the second version (ILS2), a random restart is employed which straightforwardly replaces the working solution with a random permutation. The third variant (ILS3) always perturbs the working solution obtained from the local search. The fourth variant (ILS4) allows worse solutions based upon a probability, that are then perturbed and the local search restarted. Several population-based variants of ILS (ILS5, ILS6, I-ILS6) are also proposed. These algorithms maintain a population of solutions and use ILS to operate on the population. The third variant, I-ILS6, uses an improved local search from all the previous ILS algorithms discussed.
ACO uses probabilistic perturbations that build solutions by choosing an assignment influenced by the search history (pheromone trail). A local search is then applied to the constructed solution. The first variant (ACO1) modifies the construction phase to use the pheromone trail to modify the current solution rather than construct a new one. The other two variants use a typical ACO construction phase but ACO2 applies a 2-opt local search and ACO3 uses RTS as its local search. The type of memory used in these ACO algorithms is obviously more complicated than that used by the previous algorithms, including RTS.
As we can see in Table 5 , EC3 is very competitive with RTS. Both algorithms use simple short-term memory based on tabu tenure restrictions and two levels of aspiration. RTS beats EC3 in all sko* instances and ties in the only solution where both algorithms manage to find the best known solution. The reverse situation occurs for the tai* instances where EC3 ties RTS on the three instances where RTS finds the best known solution and completely dominates RTS on the remaining instances, yet finding one more best known solution. The fact that VLSN1 is not as good as RTS on either of the test sets reinforces the idea that the depth of the neighborhood is particularly relevant. When comparing EC3 to the ILS and ACO algorithms in Table 5 , EC3 appears very competitive on the sko* instances and completely dominates all four ILS variants and the three ACO variants on the tai* instances. These results strongly uphold our conjecture on the potential advantage of the ejection chain neighborhood over the 2-exchange neighborhood for the tai* instances. For algorithms using the same neighborhood structure, the starting solution seems to have an effect on the quality of the solutions produced. The best ILS variant (ILS2) using random restart is superior to the other three variants that always perturb some solution previously found during the search. Since a small perturbation is always applied to the local optimum found in an iteration of the ILS algorithm is seems quite natural that a stronger diversification may be needed at a restart. This requirement does not seem so relevant when larger neighborhoods are used. For example, ILS1 and EC3 both restart the search by perturbing the current best solution; however, EC3 significantly outperforms ILS1 on all instances of both test sets. Also, both EC3 and VLSN1 outperform ILS2 on average over all problems tested. Table 5 -Comparisons with multi-start algorithms Table 6 presents results for some of the best performing tabu search algorithms from the literature as well as the best performing hybrid genetic algorithms and populationbased iterative local search algorithms. This set of algorithms, including the ETS implementations, ACO/GA/LS, the population-based ILS algorithms, and GA/MRT, are some of the more sophisticated and complex heuristics for the QAP. Table 6 uses the same format as Table 5 . The ETS algorithms obtain some of the best results for the symmetric tai* instances and the hybrid GAs due to Drezner obtain some of the best results for the sko* instances. Population-based ILS and ACO/GA/LS hybrid algorithms perform very well on sko* instances competing closely with several GA and TS hybrid algorithms from the literature, but not as well as GA/MRT. Also, they are not as competitive on the tai* instances. The information in Table 6 is only intended to provide a cursory overview of the solution quality of the extended neighborhood algorithms in contrast to some of the best performing algorithms from the literature. ETS1, ETS2, and ETS3 are all modified RTS algorithms embedded in multi-start tabu search approaches using a variety of diversification operators. These tabu search algorithms modify Taillard's RTS by removing the aspiration criteria, decreasing the tabu tenure, and simplifying the tabu conditions. Several diversifying perturbation schemes were incorporated into these algorithms, including a random pairwise exchange procedure, a shift procedure, a dichotomic mutation (exchanging halves of the permutation) and a neighbor exchange mutation (exchanging two adjacent assignments). The variants test various combinations of these operators. The algorithms differ by the type and combinations of the perturbation operators applied during the search. The layering in these TSs are more complicated than those in the current study, as often several levels of restarting occur with multiple diversification operators. The ETS algorithms are currently the best performing algorithms for the symmetric tai* instances but report no results for the sko* instances. EC3, even though much simpler, approximates quite well the solution quality achieved by the ETS algorithms.
The genetic algorithms due to Drezner are the most successful algorithms for the sko* test instances. Drezner has presented a series of hybrid GAs for the QAP. The algorithms differ by the improvement operator used to hybridize the GA. Drezner (2002) presents three hybrid GAs, the first uses only a strict decent operator to improve the solutions created by the GA. In the second hybrid GA, the strict decent operator is replaced with a simple tabu search. In the third hybrid GA, the incorporation of a new tabu search algorithm, concentric tabu search (Drezner, 2002) , proved very successful on the sko* problems. Concentric tabu search was improved in a subsequent study (Drezner, 2003) , to allow more moves than the original version and again embedded it within a GA.
Concentric tabu search shares some commonalities with the path-relinking concept. In concentric tabu search, series of swap moves are iteratively applied to a permutation until the distance of the working solution is maximally different from the original solution (or an improved solution is found). In a sense, the "center" solution is serving as both the solution initiating the search (the initiating solution in path-relinking terminology) and the solution being modified. The "path" the solutions are following is guided by the requirement that the solution be different from the original solution. A move can contribute a point (or two) to the distance (difference) score if the exchange moves at least one (or two) facilities to locations they did not previously occupy. Since in concentric tabu search, the reference set is open to all neighboring solutions that increase the difference from the "center" solution rather than restricted to a pre-selected subset of reference (or guiding) solutions, a larger number of intermediate solutions are available than in traditional path-relinking.
The algorithm works by examining all swaps on the "center" solution thereby obtaining all permutations that are 2 elements different than the "center" solution. A pruning technique, like those applied in VLSN, is used to reduce the number of permutations of distance 2 that are carried forward. The pruning technique keeps a defined number K of the best permutations of distance 2. Swap moves are then performed again on the K solutions retained. Performing a swap on the permutations of distance 2 may result in a permutation with distance 3 or distance 4. As new solutions are created, a defined number of the best solutions at a given distance are kept in lists. Once the search of all permutations at a given distance is completed, the next distance is explored, and so on. The algorithm continues this process until either a new best solution is found which restarts the process, or the maximum distance from the original "center" solution is reached. All moves made in this algorithm are swaps and the cost calculations described in Taillard (1991) and Burkard and Rendl (1984) are therefore used. This approach is novel for a QAP tabu search in that the moves made are guided by the distance from the original permutation.
While the concentric tabu search has proven to be a successful addition to a hybridized GA, for the solution of the sko* test instances, Drezner (2008) provided even better solutions to this test set using a very slightly modified RTS (MRT) incorporated into a GA (GA/MRT). The only change made to the RTS in GA/MRT is to increase the tabu tenure range. The QAP appears to be very sensitive to the parameters and adaptive memory guidance utilized both in the algorithms developed in the current study and those from the literature. Since GA/MRT provides the best results of the series, the earlier Drezner hybrid GAs are not included in the tables below. GA/MRT provides superior results to all other algorithms on the sko* instances. Results are not provided for the hybrid GAs on the tai* instances.
When comparing the large neighborhood algorithms to the population-based ILS and ACO/GA/LS hybrids, we can see that these algorithms perform better than EC3 and VLSN1 on the sko* test set, but they all lose against EC3 on the tai* instances. EC3 outperforms ACO/GS/LS on all 9 tai* instances. EC3 also outperforms ILS5 and ILS6 in all 9 tai* instances and wins on all but the 2 largest instances against I-ILS6. VLSN1 wins against ILS5 and ILS6 on the tai* instances, but it is not competitive with ACO/GS/LS or I-ILS6.
These results suggest promise for the exploration of extended neighborhoods. 
Conclusions
This study examined the use of ejection chains for the QAP. The results indicate the use of these embedded neighborhood structures result in higher solution quality than obtained by using the traditional 2-exchange neighborhood. We also demonstrate the power of coupling this neighborhood definition with more sophisticated adaptive memory guidance. Our resulting ejection chain approaches are shown to be competitive with recently proposed path enumeration techniques embodied in very large search neighborhood (VLSN) methods.
Future studies could examine integrating the ejection chain algorithms with the VLSN methods and with higher level adaptive memory techniques such as path relinking. Our computational testing showed the parameters chosen for the tabu search framework and the multi-start variants produced the best results from the several combinations examined, but more thorough analysis of these parameters could also provide better quality results, particularly by means of dynamic parameter manipulation. The addition of the diversification method in the EC3 algorithm disclosed the importance of strategic diversification to find enhanced solutions, and we anticipate that additional attention to diversification strategies may also yield gains for future algorithms.
